Flaming Star Rain fly
Standard and Deluxe
A rain fly is an essential piece of packing gear. It can be used in many ways.
1. Its primary use is to keep the panniers and top load dry during inclement weather. The Cordura nylon that the panniers are made from is water resistant, but will leak in heavy or steady
rain. The rain fly is made of 420-denier durable, waterproof pack cloth. To use as a rain fly,
cover the top load and panniers with the long side of the rain fly going crosswise to the llama.
Clip the corner snaps on the rain fly to the bottom rings on the panniers and tighten the drawstring on each side to fit. (Fig 1)
2. Flaming Star Standard and Deluxe Rain flies can also be used to protect your llama at night
during heavy rain, sleet, or snow. The Standard can be fitted lengthwise (fig 3), and the Deluxe can be fitted either lengthwise or crosswise (fig 2).
To fit the Deluxe as illustrated in figure 2, place the rain fly on the llama so that the corner
pocket is at the llama’s left shoulder. Remove the straps from the pocket and attach the
long strap to the d-rings on the front edge forming a chest strap. Attach the shorter strap to
the d-rings on the bottom edge forming a cinch. Adjust strap lengths for a snug fit.
To fit as illustrated in figure 3, place lengthwise on the llama and clip the corner snaps to
each other in front and back of the llama. On the Deluxe model, there are also D-rings
next to the grommets to clip one of the straps to for a belly cinch.
Please do not leave your llama unattended if wearing a rain fly. If llama rolls, a rain
fly can possibly get wrapped around the llama’s legs causing an unsafe situation.
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Other uses for your rain fly:
3. Throw the rain fly over the panniers at night to protect from a heavy dew.
4. Use as a ground cloth for rest stops on wet ground.
5. Use as a kitchen cloth for laying out food, pots, and utensils in dusty areas.
6. Spread out and feed grain on it to prevent waste and practice Leave No Trace camping.
When using as a ground cloth, use with the coated side up to preserve the waterproof coating.
If you have any questions about the use of this product or suggestions for improvement, please contact
Llama Hardware at 406-890-0109, or Richard@llamahardware.com.

